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Choose the correct option. Present continuous or be going to.
1. Tomorrow I ................................ a new mobile phone. (buy)
                 a. am buying                        b. am going to buy

2. Arif and Tamer ............................................. mobile game with Henry and Emre on Monday. (play)
               a. are going to play                b. are playing

3. When I'm 24, I .............................................. around the World for a whole year. (travel)
               a. am going to travel             b. am traveling

4. Scott and I ............................................. in Ankara this Sunday. (meet up)
              a. are going to meet up          b. are meeting up

5. Sorry! I can't see you on Tuesday. I .......................................... my uncle then. (visit)
             a. am going to visit                 b. am visiting

6. Edward ....................................... driving on Saturday. (to practice)
            a. is going to practice              b. is practicing

7. I .................................... to the dentist's on Friday. (to go)
            a. am going                              b. am going to go

8. Natalie .................................. writing a poem soon. (start)
            a. is starting                             b. is going to start
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Answer key


